**CLIP LIGHT**

**Work Lights, Cord Reels & Accessories**

**CORDED LED WORK LIGHTS**
- Ultra high output of more than 1,000 lumens
- Wide angle LEDs distribute large flood beam of light
- Foam covered handle and heat conductive body
- LED technology means unit stays cool enough to touch
- Insulated on/off switch

**RECHARGEABLE LI-ION LED WORK LIGHT**
- Ultra high output of more than 1,000 lumens
- LED technology means unit stays cool enough to touch
- Wide angle LEDs distribute large flood beam of light
- Textured reflector distributes light more evenly
- Comes with rechargeable 3.6V lithium-ion battery with USB charging cable

**PROFESSIONAL FLUORESCENT WORK LIGHTS**
- Bright 13 or 15 watt bulb equivalent to 75 watt brightness
- Cool in use, shatter resistant high impact case and outer housing
- On/off switch
- Hanging hook allows 360° rotation

**TROUBLE LIGHT**
- Comes with 12 volt, 15 ft. (5 m) cord with plastic cage; includes bulb, 14/2 PWWT cable

**REPLACEMENT BULBS**
- 12 volt, 50 watt incandescent rough service bulb
- 15 watt, 14” fluorescent tube
- 13 watt, 7” fluorescent tube

**REPLACEMENT PARTS**
- Multi-directional switch
- Metal guard for trouble lights